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RBPlat turns down offer for mine, pushes ahead JSE listing plans
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JOHANNESBURG (miningweekly.com) – New black-controlled platinum-mining company Royal Bafokeng Platinum
 (RBPlat) is moving ahead with plans to list on the JSE, after turning down an earlier offer for one of its main assets –
 the Bafokeng Rasimone platinum mine (BRPM).

RBPlat owns 67% of the operating BRPM, while world number-one platinum producer Anglo Platinum holds the
 balance.

The Royal Bafokeng Holdings subsidiary placed the listing process on hold at the end of September to allow its two
 main shareholders time to study the bid.

The identity of the suitor was never announced, but Impala Platinum (Implats) appeared to be the interested party. The
 JSE-listed miner issued a cautionary announcement on the same day when RBPlats announced that it had received a bid
 for BRPM. Implats withdrew the cautionary on Monday.

When Mining Weekly Online contacted Implats spokesperson Alice Lourens, she said that the company could not
 comment on the BRPM transaction.

RBPlat CEO Steve Phiri said in an interview that the company's mandate had always been the creation of strategic value
 for its shareholders and added that the offer did not present the required growth opportunities that the platinum
 company aspired to.

"We have one of the most valuable assets in the Bushveld Complex, and we are not desperate to make deals, our focus
 will now be on listing the company by the end of this year, to unlock additional value for our shareholders," he added.

The platinum-mining company's plans to list on the JSE during the final quarter of 2010, was primarily being pursued to
 acquire additional funds for the development of its Styldrift mine.

The BRPM operations produced 270 000 oz of PGMs - platinum, palladium, rhodium and gold - last year and its R11,8-
billion Styldrift project is poised to come into production by 2017.

Styldrift is expected to produce at a rate of 200 000 oz/y.
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